
 

AWAKENING THE GODDESS 

-  Kali MA  - 
 

Hindu goddess of revolution  
 

 

Mantra:  Kali-e Swaha. Meaning, I invoke Kali to offer up what no longer 
serves to the fire of transformation.  

Bija Sound: Krim (Kreem) - Ignite the power of Kali within. 

Themes:  Liberation, Shadow work, Wild Woman, Ego Slayer, Revolution, 
Destruction & Creation.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Meet The Goddess 
 

Kali teaches us about transformation through the power of destruction. She           

invites us to find liberation through surrendering control. She is known as the Dark Primal Goddess and                 

Dark Mother. Kali is another name and face of the Wild Woman archetype, representing raw unrefined                

power and the primal aspect of ourselves.  
 
 
Kali is adorned with skulls in her hands, around her waist and neck. Her              

nakedness represents her liberated spirit and the freedom from casting away illusion. She embodies the               

full life cycle of creation, preservation, and death. Kali’s sword is the force that slices through illusion,                  

ignorance, false hope, and lies. Her position, standing on top of Shiva can be interpreted as the breaking                  

down of patriarchy as the feminine comes into her dynamic power. In her relationship with Shiva and                 

the masculine, she is also the power that churns the stillness of the void and actively brings                 

consciousness to life, creating radical change.  

 

Kali embodies the Wild Woman Archetype and Dark Goddess; she connects you with               
your deep instinctual self as well as the shadow parts that you may keep hidden. On this path, you must                    
be willing to meet your darkness and allow things to fall apart as you embrace aspects of who you are,                    
including parts of yourself you thought were unlovable. Kali invites you to explore your edges and                
express your raw and unfiltered side, which can look messy at times. It is only when you own your                   
shadow that you can truly step into your full power.  

 

Kali is wildly misunderstood and feared as she is associated with intense emotions such              
as rage, anger, grief, sadness as well as symbols of destruction and death. When you suppress these                 
emotions and ignore your innate wisdom, Kali will find ways to get your attention, which can at times                  
hurt, sting or burn. Additionally, when Kali’s fierce energy is unacknowledged and unexpressed within              
your life, her power can be misdirected and create havoc. Your may find yourself at her mercy when you                   
play small, let your ego get in the way or live out of integrity of who you really are. That being said, Kali                       
is an ally to work with consciously. If you need a radical innovation and shake-up in your life, you can                    
reign in her power to successfully navigate the chaos of life.  

 

 

Kali invites you to go into the darkest caves of your psyche and face her head on to see 

the source of love that lives beneath the pain. The most beautiful lessons and gems are 

found deep in the darkest cave within your Temple Body and psyche.  

She can support you in transforming fear into love.  
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Kali teaches us that in     
order for something   
new to be born,    
something must die and    
old structures must be    
destroyed, whether personally,   
in nature or in society. Durga      
gives you the strength to begin      
the process of change, but it is       
Kali who has the immeasurable     
power to break down old     
structures with the blink of an      
eye. Her energy is behind any      
political revolution, in forest    
fires, the eruption of    
volcanoes, an earthquake or in     
the crash of economic markets     
that happen so quickly that     
everyone is left stunned in her      
wake. Kali is also one of the       
essential forces necessary to    
break down patriarchy and    
bring more structural balance    
to society. 

There are times in our own lives       
where we need to allow parts      
of ourselves to die and Kali can       
support us in this process. If we       
hold on to our identities, roles      

and masks and resist change, Kali may come in disruptive ways to destroy any old conditioning. This                 
dissolving and breaking down process requires us to let go and surrender any old sense of self. We are                   
invited to trust in the process and embrace whatever arises as divine. When previous external and                
internal structures are broken down and dissolved, there is more space for freedom and new life.  
 

There has to be destruction and death in order for new life to come,  

this is part of the creation process.  

 

That which Kali burns away is with the intention to make space for             
something new, truer, and more beautiful to birth. Kali is also present in the birthing process of a                  
child. She holds the same raw innate power that, as women, we need to harness in order to birth a child.                     
And just like Kali’s presence in our lives, birth can be painful but also ecstatic as we open to new realms                     
of what is possible.  
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We can foster this same innate power to support us in creating and birthing              
not only a child but a new path, project, business or vision. Part of this process is that it is raw and                      
perfect with its imperfections, just like Kali!  

When you fully surrender to her intensity, whether the experience of her is ecstatic or 

painful, you will receive her boons, the gifts that come through her fierce love.  
 

 

Kali Ma by Penny Slinger  

 

Liberation and freedom come through releasing control and surrendering         
to Kali’s presence. Her force teaches you how to channel your power and connect with your own                 
indestructible essence. Her sword cuts away conditioned beliefs who you think you should be. She               
invites you to recognize your authentic nature here to leave revolutionary ripples in your wake. 

Kali is your ally in reclaiming your sexual sovereignty. Her wild primal nature is              
uninhibited and she is sexually free and fully expressed. You can call on Kali for support and courage in                   
moving towards sexual liberation and healing sexual trauma that may be present within your Temple               
Body or lineage. 
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Practices invoking Kali 

 

Reach out for support. As we’ve explored, Kali is an intense Goddess and can invoke challenging                

experiences. Remember if things get overwhelming, reach out inside our FB Group or schedule a Queens                

Chamber call. Call upon Bhuvaneshwari and Quan Yin to hold you in all that is arising with the deepest                   

compassion. Remember, you are supported, you are not alone. 
 

Create a fire ritual to release any masks, negative tendencies, attachments, relationships or             

egoic behaviour into the fire. What are you ready to burn away? Notice if there is anything in your home                    

that represents a part of you that you are ready to release and be done with. Invoke Kali to co-create                    

this ritual. With the item or through writing what you are ready to release on paper, create a fire and                    

burn away what you are ready to release. Perhaps paint your face, or wear black or red to adorn                   

yourself as her. Stay connected with your intention in the process. Share your ritual on FB to be                  

witnessed and inspire others.  
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Explore the rhythm chaos. Kali     

is present in the rhythm of chaos. When        

we learn to dance and trust this rhythm        

we can more easily surrender to the       

medicine that Kali brings to us in our        

lives. Chaos invites you to dance your       

confusion, release baggage and surrender     

into the unknown. Your dance invites wild       

expression, it doesn't have to make any       

sense. It opens you to the mystery as you         

learn to trust and let go. When you allow         

yourself to fully surrender to the chaos,       

you can discover true liberation and      

create space for something new to be       

experienced. 

 

You are invited to dance with      
chaos through The 5Rhythms practice     

created by Gabrielle Roth. Many TBA      

movement journeys and playlists honor     

and are inspired by the 5Rhythms. This       

movement meditation map and journey     

guides you through different musical     

rhythms within a container.  

Staying with rhythm of chaos, reflect on any unexpressed emotions you may have noticed              
arising this week. Come to the dance of chaos with an intention to dance these emotions, the unlovable,                  
the darkness, the shame, the guilt, the ecstatic, the despair, the rage, whatever is present and needs                 
space to be seen and acknowledged by you is welcome here. Create a ritual with this dance, know you                   
are safe to feel and express in the container of this dance.  

Call on Kali to hold you in this dance of transformation.  

Use Sofiah’s Kali playlist on Spotify to inspire your dance… find the link on the Kali Page in the Member 
Portal.  

 
“Dance, when you're broken open. Dance, if you've torn the bandage off. Dance in the 

middle of the fighting. Dance in your blood. Dance when you're perfectly free.”  

~ Rumi 
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Kali 

Mudra: Dispelling Fear  

 

 

Mudra: right palm of the hand facing forward and up, fingers together, left 
palm of the hand facing forward and down.  

The right hand symbolizes dispelling fear. 

The left hand symbolizes what you are ready to offer up, as well as the gifts 
offered through her love. 

Tongue sticking out fiercely towards ground. 

 

Mantra : “I burn away what no longer serves” 
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Kali  

Mudra Mantra  
 

 

 

Mudra:  Pointer fingers united, thumbs crossing, palms together and fingers 
interlacing. Raise your arms above ahead and lower to slice through space 

from above your head to your below your pelvis.  

 

Mantra : Kali-e Swaha. Meaning, I invoke Kali to offer up what no longer 
serves to the fire of transformation.  

Repeat the mantra with each movement.  
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Bonus: Yoni Egg Practice to Embody Kali 

 

 
 
The Yoni egg can offer support in transforming old stories into love and             
claiming your innate power. Sit and infuse the egg with your intentions. Follow along with the                

recorded meditation for Kali with the Yoni Egg or create your own outdoor ritual, if possible. Invite                 

yourself to get dirty and wild in the earth. 

 
 
You might also want to connect WITH an obsidian yoni egg or obsidian             
stone for this practice. As mentioned, obsidian is a powerful stone to clear and detox all that                 

does not serve. Note, working with obsidian can also bring up a lot of intensity, be gentle.  

 

 

Remember, at the end of each practice with a yoni egg, store the energy of the practice in your womb.                    

With your hands below your navel, create 9 counter-clockwise spirals to gather and store the energy                

from all parts of your body, then 9 clockwise circles to gathering and store the energy in your body.  

 

 

Kali faces any challenge and exhales only love.  
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Reflection Questions  
 

1. How does Kali want to be expressed through your Temple Body? Where in your life do you                 

desire Kali’s energy, in particular, the energy of the destroyer?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. After completing the fire ritual and offering up to Kali what no longer serves, what are you                 

wanting to give birth to? As you write, practice the mantra "I focus, I create”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose ONE of the questions above and share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group! 
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